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Congratulations on downloading the
URME SURVEILLANCE PAPER MASK
print at Home Kit. The following are a set
of instructions/suggestions on how to go
about printing and assembling your kit.

#URMEMASK

Warning: Wearing masks in some states/countries is illegal.
Please verify your local laws before wearing. Find out more
on urmesurveillance.com/resources

The URME Surveillance Paper Mask should be printed on
heavy cardstock paper. Regular printer paper is too flimsy,
will wrinkle easily, and won’t hold up to wear an tear. 65
lbs cardstock is usually a good weight. URME uses Neenah
paper for its affordability, quality and availability on Amazon
but any good quality card stock will work

Tools
Some tools you may find useful
1. Scissors
2. Xacto/hobby knife
3. Single hole-puncher
4. rubber bands or elastic cording

Printers
Most color printers will print out the URME
Surveillance Paper Mask just fine however photo printers are
best because they allow you print borderless. Though only
the front (pg2) needs to be printed to make the mask,
consider double sided printing of the front and back (pg3)
of the kit for the full URME experience. Consult your printer
manual for double sided printing options

Printing
When printing first make sure that you are printing in
PORTRAIT orientation and that your page size is set to
letter SHEET FEEDER/BORDERLESS (or just letter/8.5 x11 if
your printer doesn’t print borderless). This can be found in
your print dialouge box. Also make sure to set your quality
setting to PHOTO.

Borderless print dialogue

If your printer isn’t equiped to print borderless, than print the
paper mask using the SCALE TO FIT MEDIA setting in your
printer dialouge

Assembly
1. Begin by cutting out the mask with a pair of scissors. Use
the dotted lines as a guide.
2. Next use the Xacto knife to cut out holes in the eyes. the
size of the holes will vary. Make sure you can see through
the mask comfortably and safely.
3. Use the hole puncher to punch a hole on the right and left
temple of the mask at eye level. Then take the elastic cording
cut a length long enough to secure the mask to your head.
Knot each end to the holes you just made in the mask.
4. Wear the Mask

non-borderless print dialogue using Scale to Fit Media

